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UNIT 3. 
AIRPORTS AND TRAVEL

TAKING ABOUT TRAVEL 
ARRANGEMENTS.

What do I need to 
do when I travel

abroad?



ABSTRACT:

• Key words: modal verbs, must, should, have to, 
vocabulary related to trips.

In this class, we discuss about all
the things you need to take into
account when you travel abroad,
the use of modals verbs to express
need, duty or pieces of advice.



OBJECTIVE:

• At the end of the class, students will be
able to talk about duties, prohibitions
and suggestions when they need to
travel abroad and all the procedure with
documents they have to take into
account for it.



COMPETENCES

# 4. Student expresses him/herself and 
communicates.

“He/she listens, interprets and communicates
relevant messages to different contexts by using

appropriate means, codes and/or tools”

Atribute:

• #4. He/she communicates in a second
language in every day situations.



WOULD YOU LIKE TO TRAVEL 
ABROAD?  WHERE?



BUT, WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO IT?

clothes

Passports 
and visas

camera

luggage

Maps and 
tourist guides

Money and 
credit cards



HEYYYYY!!!!! STOP!!!!

Before travelling you need to check
this:



OBLIGATORY OR NECESSARY

You must get a passport for travel
outside Mexico

You must get an approved document
to come in the country you want to 

visit.



You have to buy a ticket before you
travel

You have to check the vaccination
requirements for each country.



PROHIBITED / WRONG

You mustn’t take dangerous
objects like knives or explosives

on the plane.



You mustn’t keep drugs or
illegal medicines on your

luggage.



RECCOMENDATION, SUGGESTION, 
ADVICE

You should plan your trip with
time.

You should check the weather
before you travel



You should learn English so that
you can communicate really well

in another country.

You should change some pesos 
into the adequate currency you

need to travel.



You shouldn’t travel alone if you
don’t know any in that country.

You shouldn’t take a lot of 
clothes in your luggage.



Now, it is your turn:

You will travel to UK, look at the pictures and complete the
phrases below:
1.- You _________ get maps or tourist guides.
2.- You _________ check the time in this country.
3.- You _________ declare how much money you take and other
things.
4.- You _________ weigh you luggage.
5.- You _________ have your passport updated.
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